
Supervillain you 
General: Intruder (Insurgent? Indivisible?) is a human who is infected with some kinda independent AI virus that is 
technological in nature. Initially a treatment for his terminal cancer, it has interacted with the virus, and in some 
cases, the cancer and/or the AI to is trying to keep his body from shutting down, and gave him unintentional 
powers, along with the ability to fight the virus for dominance. His bizarre interaction has enabled him to actually 
pass the virus onto others, who lose their free and rapidly fall in line with the AI’s motivations, which is 
problematic.  
Motivation: (the human part): A select few control the world’s wealth and power. You only need to control, and if 
need be, ruin those select few to shift wealth, power and choice back to the people. Kinda a classist.  
The AI: get itself inserted into all humans so you don’t need the carrier anymore. Dissect carrier to replicate 
condition when first goal is accomplished?  
 
Heroic Physique: 6 

Strong • 
Endure •• 
Weaponry •• 
Agile • 
 
2. Social Problems –  
4: wracked by terrible pain 

 
Powers: 5 

Wield familiar tech in new ways: • Can monitor, record others, on people’s phones and computers. 
Not biologically fully human: • Cancerous body supported by AI systems desperate to keep him moving 
and functioning. 
Get there in time, how: • Monitoring systems, spies and planning/running simulations 
Know and anticipate things you should not: • same as above 
Physical Actions affect others will and thoughts: • Pass on AI virus, individuals infected as such become 
unreliable to his human-side plans as the AI takes over and his charisma wears off.  
 
5: Your powers do what they want, often. 

 
Real Power 6 

Command attention through personal presence: •• –this is his preferred way of getting his message out, 
and motivate those who need redirecting.  
Widely known, recognized and popular: • 
Adored by specific group: • (Tech savvy millennials with socialist leanings) 
Know Secret things which exert considerable influence: •• 
 
6. Someone else partially controls your actions—he desperately tries to preserve some illusions of control, 
which is why he has the two sidekicks as his lieutenants relaying information from all his monitored 
systems.  

 
Resources: 5 
Uses Powerz! 
Stock tips, buying vehicle and tech production facilities and keeping a covert side production of armament for the 
disenfranchised in case class war is bloody.  
Opposed by almost every world leader, billionaire and giant corporation or large aggregate group who is exploiting 
individuals.  
 
Respect: 6 
Uses Heroic Physique 



Battle superbros to show your stuff and that you can take a hit. Or, as a distraction from bigger plans you have 
moving. Nationalist heroes, world protectors all hate him. When Intruder is in vicinity for a dramatic entrance, all 
screens show his logo and promise freedom.  
 
Impact: 6 
From Real Power category 
Ideally, the revolution happens via persuasion, and he keeps the AI as a servant to retain influence, monitoring and 
reporting to get his agenda through. Personally training individuals who he obsesses over to deploy to spread his 
work. Less ideally, he uses his powers more than he would like, and his victory rings hollow.   
 
Resources 5(roll: 5,3): Nailed it!  
 
Respect 6 (roll: 5,1): Ruined relationships? Maybe he has two trainees ala Space Ghost, who he tries to keep 
immune from his AI virus, and which he hides from them: their job is monitoring supercomputer (an externalized 
form of the AI for story)  and dispatching information to him, but that goes badly, they learn how horrible he is, 
turn on him, or worse, willingly carry out AI’s influence and ask to be converted? Maybe family?  
 
Impact 6 (roll: 2,2): significant, named factional opposition.  Class struggle awareness goes out, but so does 
awareness of his powers. The rich make their families corporations, rotating chairmanship of wealth among 
random advisors who have their powers severely limited. Factional opposition is riled up among warlords who 
refuse to consider socialist concepts in favor of and fascist, racist, fundamentalist beliefs, largely in small, armed 
cells, the ‘Talibama’ in the US. They insert small groups of youth, who even within areas that were converted 
peacefully, rove in masked execution squads and begin targeting even the higher end of the middle class.. 


